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Pokémon card checklist excel

I thought I'd dig up the one I'm currently using. I'm not a strict spreadsheet person because I think they can easily turn into jobs instead of fun. But I really had some goals that I wanted to finish by the end of the year and whisked this up. The first page is a pack collection. Another page for promotional packs. Then I
needed somewhere to put the unskind korokoro set, so it went into a pack spreadsheet. I like the red/green/orange at first look because it gives me more of a sense of where I am than the number. I can focus on the times or something and judge how much red there is. I'm using orange for items that aren't the conditions
I want.purple means it's not in the state I want (I have a few packs on blisters when I prefer regular packs). Overall, I like the way this system works for me!pssst.I have a card saver for sale. Hmu bbygrl is your favorite Pokémon so I have a question for all your CRAZY smart people. Lol. But I have a question. Anyway, do
I need to easily record all the cards I have, along with that photo? Perhaps something that can be easily transferred between my phone and my computer? Record it in a spreadsheet with what it's worth. I'm not doing spreadsheets. So, is there an easy way to do this? So far, I've been using Pokelector in a way. However,
I found that I re-purchased about 15 different cards because I can't check them easily/fast fast enough to know if I have a card. Does anyone else know an easy way to record my cards and list them at a price? Thank you very much. So I have a question for all your CRAZY smart people because it's your favorite
Pokémon. Lol. But I have a question. Anyway, do I need to easily record all the cards I have, along with that photo? Perhaps something that can be easily transferred between my phone and my computer? Record it in a spreadsheet with what it's worth. I'm not doing spreadsheets. So, is there an easy way to do this? So
far, I've been using Pokelector in a way. However, I found that I re-purchased about 15 different cards because I can't check them easily/fast fast enough to know if I have a card. Does anyone else know an easy way to record my cards and list them at a price? Thank you very much. I definitely use my Google
Spreadsheets on both my phone and computer. I do this for the reasons you outlined above and to keep track of what I have/bids are going to me, I won't buy it again and to see how much I'm spending. So IQuestions for all your CRAZY smart people. Lol. But I have a question. Anyway, do I need to easily record all the
cards I have, along with that photo? Perhaps something that can be easily transferred between my phone and my computer? Record it in a spreadsheet with what it's worth. I'm not doing spreadsheets. So, is there an easy way to do this? So far, I've been using Pokelector in a way. However, I found that I re-purchased
about 15 different cards because I can't check them easily/fast fast enough to know if I have a card. Does anyone else know an easy way to record my cards and list them at a price? Thank you very much. You can hyperlink imgur photo links to spreadsheets follow redsticktcg to Insta and twitterredsticktcg.com oh
@redsticktcgs. My. Dear. Gawd. Spreadsheets with 10k+ cards are insane. Did you do all the work yourself? I had to clean up and convert the spreadsheet of multiplication tabs on each 100-250k line. The 10k line is nothing: ') www.instagram.com/bulbasaurtcg ▪ so I have a question for all your CRAZY smart people. Lol.
But I have a question. Anyway, do I need to easily record all the cards I have, along with that photo? Perhaps something that can be easily transferred between my phone and my computer? Record it in a spreadsheet with what it's worth. I'm not doing spreadsheets. So, is there an easy way to do this? So far, I've been
using Pokelector in a way. However, I found that I re-purchased about 15 different cards because I can't check them easily/fast fast enough to know if I have a card. Does anyone else know an easy way to record my cards and list them at a price? Thank you very much. I definitely use my Google Spreadsheets on both
my phone and computer. I do this for the reasons you outlined above and to keep track of what I have/bids are going to me, I won't buy it again and to see how much I'm spending. It just seems complicated for me! I don't know anything about spreadsheets and I really want to have something much easier. I feel like I'm
going to do a lot of spreadsheets. Also, a lot of the required amount of work. I can't spend that much time dedicated to spreadsheets and constantly checking that it's up to date. So I have a question for all your CRAZY smart people because it's your favorite Pokémon. Lol. But I have a question. Is there anyway to easily
document all the cards I have?An image of it recorded in the price line of it? Perhaps something that can be easily transferred between my phone and my computer? Record it in a spreadsheet with what it's worth. I'm not doing spreadsheets. So, is there an easy way to do this? So far, I've been using Pokelector in a way.
However, I found that I re-purchased about 15 different cards because I can't check them easily/fast fast enough to know if I have a card. Does anyone else know an easy way to record my cards and list them at a price? Thank you very much. Just just seems like so much work and maintenance you can hyperlink imgur
photo links to spreadsheets. I just don't want to keep!mother. I'm looking like the laziest way. My favorite Pokémon I have worked once during the summer as a data type. I had to clean up and convert the spreadsheet of multiplication tabs on each 100-250k line. The 10k line is nothing:') You literally took your breath out
of my lungs. I couldn't breathe when I read this. Lol. I literally thought I was going to pass out. So... You want to do a spreadsheet, so do you want to categorize and record all my cards/prices for me? During that summer's work, I worked in a sports shop for the season and their warehouse was completely disrupted. If
they had skates (ice skating, hockey skating, rollerblades, inline skating, etc.), they made new lines of all sizes, colors, etc. so that one model of skating could have up to 100 lines. You're going to hit those 250k lines so fast. A good way to start a spreadsheet is to make a text document like this: Pikachu Base Set English
1999 1st Edition NM-MT Pikachu Base Set English 1999 First Edition NM-MT Pikachu Base Set English 1999 First Edition NM-MT Pikachu Base Set English 1999 First Edition NM-MT Pikachu Base Set English 1999 First Edition NM-MT Pikachu Base Set English 1999 First Edition NM-MT Pikachu Base Set English
1999 First Edition NM-MT Pikachu Base Set English 1999 First Edition It needs to make separate line by card, use space instead of space, save and import as .csv, Excel / LibreOffice / Google Docs does the interval for you yourself www.instagram.com/bulbasaurtcg ▪, posted a few sets of collector checklists and thought
you should make your own thread to keep updates and get suggestions. Checklist Benefits - Just grab the checklist you need and each set is your own file - comprehensive total page. Keep a cumulative total of all sets that have cards - color-coded card names - and set a summary at the bottom of each checklist.
Includes the sum of rarity and type. - Updates are quick and easySteps: To make it work, download the checklists from the links above and place them all in the same folder. If you want to use the total files, you must be in the same folder as the rest of the checklist. For each new set, just add a new checklist to the same
folder. The summary file is updated each time a checklist is added or updated, and is automatically updated by simply replacing the old total file with a new total file. If you want to update individual checklists, you must copy/paste the counts into the updated checklist and replace the old checklists in the folder. The
checklist was created in Excel 2007, but for older versions, some of the colors may be out of place. Upcoming additions --------------------------------------------------------------------------------: - Promotion set (Wizards, Nintendo, D/P, B/W for now) - POP series - Odds and ends (random set of cards) - No longer created - Color
coding a percentage of pages as a gradient from 0-100 Add up - Check boxes on the remaining card pages to turn sets on or off - Add all four variations to the base set list - Japanese promos - No longer created - Japanese sets - No longer created - Error checklist release: 10/30/12 Changed the rarity of boundaries
beyond 11/8/12#35 where all sets intersected + total released. Added new set P1 Wizards Promotion. 2/2/13 Add a new set 55 Plasma Storm, update the 00 Total workbook to fix some small errors, including plasma storms, update all setbooks with background items required for others, change the font/symbol of rarity,
and remove the lock on the cells of cards that cannot be of that type (i.e. A RH EX) Added a new 000 Cards Left workbook and a new 000 Cards workbook that displays an updated 00 Total workbook to fix 05 Team Rocket errors . Jungle 1st edition column was referring to jungle unlimited columns, The wrong card
remains. The edited 00 total workbook fixed the problem of 45 indomitable double count Amphritograph 3 on unlimited percentage calculation 5/12/13 to fix the spelling problem of noble victory references with the new set 56 Plasma Freeze edited 00 total and 00 total Added 000 Remaining Cards workbook, 37 Legend
Awakening 5/22/13 additional promotional set P2 Nintendo Promos, P3 DP Promos, P4 HGSS Promos and P5 BW Promos edited 37 Legend Awakening with fixed type errors in Beyond 54 Boundaries to include plasma freeze P1 Wizards Promo Added new rarity font 7/28/13 57 Plasma Blast, updated 57 Plasma Blast,
added 000 Remaining Cards and 00 Total, and updated plasma blast to include promo through BW84 11/5/13.Treasure has removed color code through BW100 to include promotions through BW100 to include P5 BW Promos which updated 000 remaining cards and 00 totals and updated legendary treasures 000
remaining cards 1/27/14 additional 59 XY added P6 XY Promo which updated Remaining Cards 000 and 00 Total and added promotions through BW101 with P5 BW Promos updated to the same width for each non-percentage based column updated to include XY updated 00 Total. Included in Promos XY04 58
Legendary Treasures - 92 Altalia is a rare modified 14 Aquapolis - H15 Lantern, Electricity has placed all promotional checklists in their English Promotions folder 1/31/14 Corrected 58 Legendary Treasures to correct the Radiant Collection card correctly 59X Frog 41 Greninja is Holo, 42 Pikachu is common, 60 Rhyhorn
misspellings 5/9/14 reconfigured folder structure. All English sets are now folder English sets. A checklist of all English black star promotions can be finded in the folder English Promotions. All English checklists that do not fit into any of these two categories are included in Folder English and others (currently only POP
Promos are included). Added 60 Flashfire to the English set folder, added 000 Remaining Cards and 00 Totals updated to include flashfires, and added P6 XY Promos to other folders in English 8/12/14, adding 61 Furious Fists Updated 000 remaining cards and 00 totals in the set folder and added 62 Phantom Force to
the English set folder to include Furious Fist 11/4/14 000 remaining cards and 00 total updated Phantom Force Updated Phantom Force P6 XY Promos XY33 9/16/15 to english set folder Added 63 Primal Crush New features for English set folders with 64 Ancient Origins added to English set folders - Print 2/13/16
Include updated P6 XY Promos Add 66 Breakthrough to promotional English set folder revealed through XY136 3/7/16 Add 67 Breakpoints to English set folder Added to english set folder 68 generations 68 generation English set folder 1/4/21 69 added all set checklists between 69 fate collision and 91 Vivid voltage
updated P6 XY Promos Added all promotions including P7 SM Promo, including all promotional additions P8 SWSH Promos, SWSH107 Includes all promotions published up to 1-5-21 and changes variants to 01 base set to change to Normal, 1st Edition, Shadowless and 1999-2000. We also hid the data we needed for
use in the background. Let me know if you have any additions to include in me or if there is anything wrong. Last edit: At 6:19 a.m. on Tuesday, I'd like to comment on how great these checklists have been for me. They made my card management so easy. The only thing I would like to see is having another file (similar to
the idea of totals).Repeat the list of missing cards (by regular and reverse) for each set, but thank you for sharing these! This is more of a loving feature, but it's a surprising feature if you can use that aggregate spreadsheet to return to the main checklist (if items are entered in the aggregate) checklist. This is a very nice
resource, it's sticking to the top right now. Great, thank you! Ottowa, I try to think of a way to do something like that, but I don't know how easy it can be. If there is a value you can like to change the background color of the cell, but that's not exactly what you're looking for. Last updated: October 31, 2012 They don't seem
to be working with OpenOffice. Such a sorry as they look like great resources. Let me throw my thanks too. Checklists are very helpful in the projects I'm working on. Glory! I was planning to do this apology and make a spreadsheet (I had already started). It was a stupid mistake on my part. It wasn't working because it
was read-only. It seems to be doing well right now. Also, update the list of base sets to include all four variations. @SMP88, a small update of the boundary intersection, 35 Golduck should be rare. Can I repeat my thanks again for what you created?=) Update 11/8/12 #35交差する境界の希少性を変更しました. Added



new set P1 Wizards Promotion. The total page does not yet reflect the promotion. All error type cards (such as the first edition of Promo Pikachu #1 and Error Promo Dark Persia) will be included in the error checklist later. Hi SMP88 (all, first post! I registered only to say thank you for this! I've been trying to motivate
myself to make these for years.) I couldn't find a complete, up-to-date set list with easy-to-use, useful information in Excel. Finally! And you've made it all available for the world! If there's anything we can do to help, keep it going (unlikely with those excellent skills) just horror. What a man! Yo SMP88 has just discovered
that the metal energy 94/109 of the EX Ruby sapphire set is a rare holo and says the table is rare, but FYI may also apply to Miracle Energy 95/109, but I can't confirm it because I don't own it. Dark energy 93/109 is standard rare as the table says. One small question is, I'm trying to get Excel to import all the data from
my workbook into one new filtered worksheet, simply by displaying all the cards I don't own in the first edition, normal or rev holo (all columns).Set the set or with another column that displays the set. I think I can do it, but it proves harder than I thought! Is there a way to do this? I tried PivotTable (which worked with only
one data source) and saw SQL queries to get line information from many external files. Excel is the whim around. Cheers man! Yo SMP88 has just discovered that the metal energy 94/109 of the EX Ruby sapphire set is a rare holo and says the table is rare, but FYI may also apply to Miracle Energy 95/109, but I can't
confirm it because I don't own it. Dark energy 93/109 is standard rare as the table says. One small question is, I'm trying to get Excel to import all the data from your workbook into one new filtered worksheet, just to show all the cards I don't own in one new edition, normal or rev holo (all columns). I think I can do it, but it
proves harder than I thought! Is there a way to do this? I tried PivotTable (which worked with only one data source) and saw SQL queries to get line information from many external files. Excel is the whim around. Cheers man! You're welcome, it was fun to make these. The error checklist probably won't be out for a few
weeks. I'd like to complete the promotion list first, and then start a Japanese set. I might just create a basic error list and slowly add to it over time. I've seen several different lists, all of which show that ruby/Sapphire's metal energy is normal rare, not holo. Miraculous energy from neo-destiny is rare,Checklist shows it. If I
can let you know more about where I found your information, I'll look into it. I don't know exactly what data I can pull from every sheet to determine which is blank. I imagine there's a way, but I don't know how it's done. Next, it is best to use the filters (arrows at the top of each column header) on the pages of each set. If
you click them and select only Blank, the blank cells in that column are displayed. You can also use filters to find individual cards. You have to do it set by set and you can't do normal and RH at the same time, but it helps a bit. Total Spreadsheet Help I have a total file in the same folder as the rest of the list I'm working
on, but none of the information has been updated on it. I haven't getting an error when I click on the update button where nothing has happened yet. Any suggestion?Page 2 Hey Man - I have that metal energy card, that's how I know! I took a picture for you but can't attach it. it's not revThey all have a solid sheen on top
and this is cosmic gloss. The copyright is 2003, so it's the original release. Strange... Can someone else see what this card is (long shot) I'll soon see excel tricks and give up being good enough for now. I have a total file in the same folder as the rest of the list I'm working on, but none of the information has been updated
on it. I haven't getting an error when I click on the update button where nothing has happened yet. Any suggestions? As long as everything is in the same folder, if you open the total list and click Update, you will need to update it. Try creating a copy of the list of totals and base sets and put them in a new folder. See if it
is updated. Hey man - I have that metal energy card, that's how I know! I took a picture for you but can't attach it. It is not Levholo, they all have a solid sheen on top and this is cosmic gloss. The copyright is 2003, so it's the original release. Strange... Can someone else see what this card is (long shot) I'll soon see excel
tricks and give up being good enough for now. I've also seen ebay: Metal Energy - Ruby/Sapphire. It should be normal and unusual. The only holo I remember is neogenesis. Try uploading .com you need to download imgur and post a link here. I have a complete set of rubies/sapphires and both metal and dark come in
holo and non-holo. I may be missing it, but is it possible to add a POP series list and a pre-release card checklist as each set or its own section? Just a suggestion, otherwise really good, thank you! Last updated: November 26, 2012, I have a complete set of Ruby/Sapphire, and both metal and darkness come in holo and
non-holo. It still looks like the non-holo version was part of the actual set. Either way, anything that didn't come in the set had to come as a promotion or a league reward or something, so I have to decide where it came from. I may be missing it, but is it possible to add a POP series list and a pre-release card checklist as
each set or your own section? Just a suggestion, otherwise really good, thank you! I was writing them down, but forgot to put them on the to-do list of threads. I'm going to complete the POP sheet after finishing the promotion. After that, a pre-release card and all other odds and end-type cards will be made. It still looks
like the non-holo version was part of the actual set. Either way, anything that didn't come in the set had to come as a promotion or a league reward or something, so I have to decide where it came from. Let me make this as easy as possible. It came from the actual set. ButAfter being in the game from the beginning, I
don't know what I'm talking about. :nonno: Final edit: November 26, 2012 There should be a 5-card version from what I can say. - Non-holo with 'e' at the bottom left - Reverse Holo - Non holo-Holo promotion without 'e' at the bottom left - Holo 'winner' promotional holocard looks like a promotion on this page? It came
from the actual set. But maybe after being in the game from the beginning, I don't know what I'm talking about. :nonno: Nonhoros and reverse holo can be pulled from the set (as in, from booster packs). Holo (plus winner version) was a league promotion but still has set symbols. The poo didn't even check the gallery! It
definitely looks like my card, I don't know how I got it. There are no stamps or anything, but I don't think they did it at the time. I didn't collect from 2001 to 2009, so different folders come in! I was lazy and busy at work. I'll take a day off next week, so I'll have some time then. I should be available to raise the rest of the
promotion by the 29th. Thanks for all the hard work, thanks for the update! I don't know if I can post a spreadsheet here, but I have a checklist of Japanese promotional sets (BW-P, PCG-P, DP-P, PLAY, P, ADV-P). My spreadsheet also includes a link to a photo of the card, so I know that the person who completes the
list has the correct card. If I'm only allowed to post LLK on these!-Colton I'm not sure if I'm allowed to post spreadsheets here, but I have a checklist of Japanese promotional sets (BW-P, PCG-P, DP-P, PLAY, P, ADV-P). My spreadsheet also includes a link to a photo of the card, so I know that the person who completes
the list has the correct card. If I'm allowed to post these just LMK!-Colton would be good to me. I'll probably still make my own, but another way to format the checklist is welcome. You should have a D/P and B/W promotion page tomorrow. It's good for me, isn't it? I'll probably still make my own, but another way to format
the checklist is welcome. You should have a D/P and B/W promotion page tomorrow. So how do I upload it here? If you have a drop box, I'll put it in, otherwise PM me and we can work out how to put them in the same drop box that all of me has in. Can you expect this week's D/P and B/W promotional pages? Can
someone tell me the exact number of lv.X releases in English? A total of 56 pieces (Japanese lv. not including X). Just search for bulb lv.X and it will show you all Lv.X's along with what set they are. Page 3 Total 56 (Japanese lv. not including X). Just search for bulb Lv.X and it will show you allX is along with a set of
what they are coming from. Thanks, how many/promotional do you know? go and one too lazy to count on one, just that 56+ 19 = 75. Hmm, how should I arrange my super pro binder.Hmm, I need to get to 81, maybe I put six times the distortion of time space?: Tongue: Another good idea of the Rotom Set + Sharon
selection checklist would be for staff promotion. I've been trying to find a finished list of staff promotions for a while, but I can't find them. Update 2/2/13 Added new set 55 Plasma Storm Updated 00 Total Workbook Plasma Storm and thank you guy for updating to fix some small errors! I tried to have myself to do it - make
some kind of template, prove your work in the future and keep the checklist that the community prefers! I came up with this expression that needs to be fixed, paste it into B3 and then repeat: =IF(C3=c,,,♦,if(C3=r,★,if(C3=h,★ h,if (C3=,,if,if), ★ if(c3=fa★,if, if) ★) It should already contain circles, diamonds, and star
symbols - the font is Aryal Unicode MS. If it doesn't appear correctly here, you'll need to use Insert Symbol to add it again with a word/something. They're in the Other Symbols section and they're a bit far apart, but you need to find them (go straight to that section, lotta characters! Don't want to push me in, you put a lot
of work into this and it's you - tell me to get lost if you want!: biggrin: Cheers Mate!---------- Post at 10.30pm 2013 ---------- even better - Hollow Star for Super Rare = IF (C3=c,,IF(C3=u,♦,IF(C3=C3=r,, ★, IF (C3=h, h★, if (C3=ex, EX, IF(C3=fa, ☆FA, IF (C3=sc, ☆H,?) The ---------- added a bizarre post at 10:33 p.---------- 3,
2013, and added space to the last IF s c. Take it out and try it again - =IF(C3=c,,,if(C3=♦ u,,★,if(C3=h★,h,if(C3=, EX,IF), IF(C3=fa, IF), IF(C3=if=) If, IF), IF, IF, IF (C3=, IF[C3, C=, IF), IF, IF (C3=, IF, IF), C3, FA, IF(20010]H)H)) Now, it's not bad to put rarity, I just copy letters and symbols from the previous sheet and
make sure it fit the new set. I like hollow stars, but I might find out to put it in. Is Arial Unicode MS a standard font? I don't want to use fonts that some people might not have. Their own promotional page is not a problem for me. I just need to figure out how to make a total page of promotions. Having something like an FA
promotion can be messy on the total page. Hey meUnderstand how to make it look good. If you have any ideas, please let me know. Thanks. I'm pretty sure of that standard - but even if it doesn't, after making that expression and changing the font of the cells afterwards, the symbol seems to be in most fonts - the usual
Arial displays them all, with letters next to them. For some reason I found them in one font, but they work with everything! try Arial at 9pt, looks pretty good. Arial is most definitely a standard font that I think you agree with! Maybe the Racity Word column in the Promo P1 P2 workbook has all the different holotypes of
information, such as p-alt p-cosmos, p-fa, p-rev2005, p-rev2011, etc. No matter what it is or if it's every page, I expect some differences to be unique to one or two cards so far, but it's going to look messy. You probably have a completely different promotional total book. I think it's a bit to count all the unique types on each
of the total pages on their own, but you can have a set book with standard cards with the same number/set, ara typography and alt prints, or a textual description of the difference between cards for subset names (southern islands, wizard stamp sets, pre-release cards, season season cards, etc.). I group promotion
pages by generation. For example, there are two slightly different wizard promotions, 51 and 52, each numbered 51/52, but each second entry has a Pokémon Center NY Stamp in the additional information column. It's cumbersome, but it encompasses everything and the information doesn't change much once it's down.
If you have any idea for yourself, please let me know! post----------02/04/2013 03:37 ---------- pm added Asterism (laughs) Wizards Shining symbol: ⁂ Italic Hollow star, good Nintendo Pokemon star symbol: ☆ Both Alial. Consider putting different symbols in the next set. I might go back and redo all the symbols, but that
depends on whether I need to go back and change the other ones. I think you've come up with a way to pull the cards that are left in another set. You can do it within each sheet, but everyone should redo each workbook or put it in a separate sum like a workbook. Also, now if the card doesn't exist as a variation (like RH
EX), I can't even select it. It seems to be more difficult to copy/paste thoughts. Does anyone like how it's laid out? I've been trying to find a finished list of staff promotions for a while, but I can't find them. I have a completePromotions if you are interested. Just PM me.. If you are interested, I have a full staff promotion. Just
PM me.. That's good, I'll contact you when I try. Before you finish the promotion, clean up the sheet a bit more and add it to another worksheet that shows the cards left per set. Its format would look like this (e.g. 1 - Turtwig (common symbol) I need to edit individual sheets to add some formulas to pull the correct data. I'll
edit all the sheets anyway, so go ahead and change the realicity symbol to the Ariel Unicode version of the previously mentioned pasty2k2. Doing this changes the way I add rare and I can quickly add rarity for future sets. I might also add additional categories and symbols to fit me. It also removes locks on non-d
existence cards (such as RH EX). This made it difficult to copy/paste. I'm going to trust that people won't remove them. Let's also examine the conditional formatting rules that we use. Recent sets show the format of the mobile office suite, but not the old set. I'll look into it and fix it if necessary. If anyone discovers any
formatting errors (enter colors, numbers, rarity), please let me know as soon as possible. It's easier to fix something now, rather than needing to go back. Editing all these sheets will take weeks with the limited time I have. I'm going to release them all at once, so you might not hear anything from me for a while. If you
keep using the sheets that are out there now, they are all still good. Thanks for your help and suggestions. If you need the help of English promotions, please let me know. I have almost all of them. It's just missing a few people who have difficulty finding something super rare In English, something like that (Pipup San
Diego 07). I have almost all of them. 99% completed. It's just hard to find something that's hard to find something like super rare English stuff, namely something like (Pippup San Diego 07), and if I can put it in an Excel sheet with numbers, names and special items (RH comes instead of the normal type one) and
separate it with a set, I'll format it to look just like everything else. I'll probably wait to release them until I can release everything at once, but it's going to be another one off my plate. Well, let me know when you're ready for it. I'll give you important information like if RH exists. I also got promotions for all city/state/national
championships, all prere releases, and all combat roads. If I could get something like this on the Set of Japan, it would be great: Smile: Thanks for the update - sounds good, only two little things I found otherwise are the title of Nobel Victory, which means it is NobleBut it doesn't matter if it's painful to change like you
rigged it to the total I expect. The second is the sum of pages that do not have all the column widths of the page set when the number exceeds 1000. Again, v minor, don't worry if you forget, I just change the size after downloading! I'm looking forward to seeing the next lot! cheering man! thanks to the update - sounds
good, the only two little things I've found otherwise are the title of Nobel Victory, but it means it's a noble victory, but it doesn't matter if it's painful to change it like you rigged it to the total I expect. The second is the sum of pages that do not have all the column widths of the page set when the number exceeds 1000.
Again, v minor, don't worry if you forget, I just change the size after downloading! The reason I'm an engineer is so I don't have to worry about spelling. I can fix it for the next release. I'm looking into how to make everything the same width or even autofit if necessary. If I could get something like this on a Japanese set, it
would be great: Smile: The usual Japanese set is on my list of things to do. I probably won't be able to reach them until this current project and English promotion is complete. Is anyone interested in printing the checklist? That's good, some Japanese sets would be great. Out of curiosity, what kind of engineer are you
excel pro, so it's much easier to edit data in Excel because I can enter the amount you have because I don't really need a personally printed checklist because they seem to be two excellent heavy fields (matlab + Excel ftw). If I need to reprint every time I add/trade/sell a card that will be an annoying haha. I graduated
from Aero and work in oil and gas. Quick updates/suggestions. I've made some changes that I want people to review before I go and make it to every list. The updated files are located here: m 3 things.1 - We have changed the list of base sets to 3rd and 4th editions. I will somehow update the total page to reflect this. 2-
I changed the jungle to have a new rarity symbol using Ariel Unicode and a couple backend stuff needed for the rest of the sheets. 3- I created a 000 remaining test to show which cards are left per set. For now, it uses a jungle sheet that is in the same folder, but if it looks good to everyone, do it for the rest of the set. If
people could look at the sheet and let me know if something was an overlook,I would appreciate it. When I get some responses, I start finishing the rest of the set. Page 4 Looks good man, I gave it that fine on my PC for vortex and jungle list. Yes you're much more hand-held than the formula in my example I gave with 6
Nested IF lol. I think the little problem I get is due to apps (Polaris or something) that don't support all the features so that it works properly on Excel, but it works almost perfectly on my phone as well. But it can be read on the go, so you can get a quick peek in the middle of a trade at an event or something. Have you
changed the list of base sets to Arial Unicode? The only minor thing I can think of is probably the pain to change at this point is the order of the base set list columns, shadowless (second ed), 1st Ed, 3rd, 4th place? I finished it through Sky Ridge. Work and other things delayed me. I'll probably get ready in time for the
plasma freeze. I got off work today, so I've been plowing these. One thing before releasing a set sheet. A column with a card name should be the same width for each set, or it is better to fit that column for each set. Just let me know because it's really the only cosmetic difference. Otherwise, I must have these sometime
tonight. ---------- post added 04/18/2013 08:35 PM ---------- Update 4/18/13 Update Update updates all setbooks with background items required for updates, changes fonts/symbols of rarity, and removes cell locks on cards that cannot be of that type (i.e. A RH EX) Added a new 000 Remaining Cards workbook and an
updated 00 Total workbook to fix 05 Team Rocket errors . But if I can get to it, I'll include them in the plasma freeze update. Lovely one guy - missed this like a week, just check them in and they look great. Personally, I think setting the same width might seem a bit silly for someone who pushes out an HGSS double name
legend card or column width. I think they're ok this way, but I don't really care - only cosmetics, whatever everyone wants! the rest of the list is great - exactly what everyone needs to see if they need the card they said. You couldn't make it faster! Small fix update 5/4/13 000 Fixed the remaining card books. Jungle 1st
edition column was referring to jungle unlimited columns, wrong cards remain.editThe total workbook fixes the problem with 45 indomitable double count alfritograph 3 with unlimited percentage calculations to fix the spelling issue of noble victory references This is great! Other than that, it's great! This is great! all I've
noticed is that it's spelled Swamma in a spreadsheet suvarna that crosses boundaries. Other than that, it's great! Haha, thank you. There's probably more n out there to m spelling mistakes somewhere, lol. I'll fix it with a plasma freeze update that should be done by the end of the year. Update 5/12/13 Added a new set
56 Plasma Freeze Added 00 total edited and 000 remaining card workbooks to include plasma freeze correction spelling error 37 Legend Awakening fix type error also changed 000 remaining cards Added color based on the rarity of cards dedicated to WGS. Tell us what you think about it. Final edit: May 13, 2013 You
are a rock man, meticulously word! 5/22/13 Nintendo's promotional list with the addition of the promotional sets P2 Nintendo Promos, P3 DP Promos, P4 HGSS Promos and P5 BW Promos edited P1 Wizards Promos in a new rarity font is still not perfect. I know there are a couple cards that have multiple versions, I'm
still trying out how to put them in there. Yes promotional list! Should I continue with my English card (other promotions, league cards, etc.) or start a Japanese set? If anyone has a list of rarity for Nintendo promotions that would be great. I know some cards came in both non-holo and holo, I just don't know which one.
Also, if someone has a list for league promotions or random odds and ends the promotion or I also want them. Final edit: June 10, 2013 Hello, I want to make a checklist first and say a great job, I have one question. How do I check a card I already have? In the normal or reverse holo column, just put the number of each
card you have and the update will start on its own as long as everything else is in the same folder. I can't tell you how valuable these lists are to me now. I haven't played or collected since 2007 and these are perfect to help me catch up. Thank you so much. :biggrin: Renamed the main folder and changed the op link.
Update 7/28/13 Add 57 Plasma Blast Add 000 Remaining Cards and 00 Update Total Plasma BlastSmo through BW84 Any news on the BW84 checklist? Pokemon Checklist - Update 11-5-13 Can't Wait!I've d. Lol great job. Page 5 These must be up by next weekend. Update 11/5/13 Add added 58 Legendary Treasures
000 remaining cards and 00 include legendary treasures to include total legendary treasures Include promotions through BW100 000 Remove color code from the remaining cards 000 Leave cards Please let me know if anything is wrong. We will also organize everything in folders (main sets, promotions, other cards,
japanese ones) in the coming weeks. The error of the legendary treasure. Altalia is unusual. - - - Update - - - Legendary treasure error. Altalia is unusual. Fix the XY checklist (and totals/remaining files) by Tuesday. I also do some modified checklists afterwards (including Altalia). Update 1/27/14 Add promotions via
BW101 to include promotions through P5 BW Promos BW101, which updated each non-percentage-based column to include XY updated 00 Total with the updated 59 XY updated 000 Remaining Cards and 00 Total. Included in the promotional XY04 amendment 58 Legendary Treasures - 92 Altalia is a rare modified 14
Aquapolis - H15 Lantern, Electric placed all the promotional checklists in its own English Promotion folder and thank you very much for updating the XY set. I found one error where gleninja is marked as common instead of Hololea. Update 1/31/14 Corrected 58 Legendary Treasures fix to correctly count Radiant
Collection cards 59 XY - 40 Frogadier is unusual, 41 Guninja is Holo, 42 Pikachu is common, 60 Rhyhorn Misspell Recent one releases a set without errors, lol. Now fixed but I'm adding to the last update. Don't worry! I'm just using it、.. Luer?help I posted a few sets of collector checklists and thought I should make my
own thread to keep updating and take suggestions. Checklist Benefits - Just grab the checklist you need and each set is your own file - comprehensive total page. Keep a cumulative total of all sets that have cards - color-coded card names - and set a summary at the bottom of each checklist. Includes the sum of rarity
and type. - Update quick and easy -------------------------------------------------------------------------------: To make it work, download the checklist from the links above and place them all in the same folder. If you want to use the total files, you must be in the same folder as the rest of the checklist. For each new set, just add a new
checklist to the same folder. The summary file is updated each time a checklist is added or updated, and is automatically updated by simply replacing the old total file with a new total file. If you want to update individual checklists, you must copy/paste the counts into the updated checklistThen replace the old files in the
folder. The checklist was created in Excel 2007, but for older versions, some of the colors may be out of place. Upcoming additions --------------------------------------------------------------------------------: - Promotion set ([DEL] Wizards, Nintendo, D/P, B/W[/DEL] for now - POP series - odds and ends (random set of cards) - Color
coding sums up the percentage of pages as gradients from 0-100 - set Checkboxes on the remaining card pages to cut on and off - Add all four variations to the base set list - Japanese Promo - Japanese Set - Error Checklist Release: 10/30/12 Across All Sets + Total Release 11/8/12 Boundary variation #35. Added new
set P1 Wizards Promotion. 2/2/13 Add a new set 55 Plasma Storm, update the 00 Total workbook to fix some small errors, including plasma storms, update all setbooks with background items required for others, change the font/symbol of rarity, and remove the lock on the cells of cards that cannot be of that type (i.e. A
RH EX) Added a new 000 Cards Left workbook and a new 000 Cards workbook that displays an updated 00 Total workbook to fix 05 Team Rocket errors . Jungle 1st edition column was referring to jungle unlimited columns, The wrong card remains. The edited 00 total workbook fixed the problem of 45 indomitable
double count Amphritograph 3 on unlimited percentage calculation 5/12/13 to fix the spelling problem of noble victory references New set 56 Plasma Freeze Added edited 00 Total and 00 Total The 000 Remaining Cards workbook was added to 37 Legend Awakens 5/22/13 with fixed type errors in Beyond 54 Boundaries
to include plasma freezesP2 Nintendo Promos, P3 DP Promos, P4 HGSS Promos, P5 BW Promos, edited P1 Wizards Promo new rarity font 7/28/13 added 57 Plasma Blast added 000 remaining cards and 00 totals to include plasma blast update P5 BW Pro BW84 BW84 11/5/13 updated 58 Legendary Treasures to
include promotions through 11/5/13 000 Remaining Cards and 000 Remaining Cards Remove color code to include promotions through BW100 including P5 BW Promotions to include legendary treasures including 00 total 000 left 1/27/14 Add 59 XY 000 Remaining Cards and Add 00 Total XY Each non-percentage
based column that includes the updated 00 Total Added P6 XY Promotions, the same width P5 BW Promos updated to include promotions through BW101. The modified 58 Legendary Treasures included in the promotion XY04 - 92 Altalia is a rare modified 14 Aquapolis - H15 Lantern is electric, placing all promotional
checklists on its ownPromos folder 1/31/14 correctly fixed 58 Legendary Treasures to count radiant collection cards 59 XY-40 Frogadier is unusual, 41 Guninja is Holo, 42 Pikachu is common, 60 Rhyhorn spelling mistakes tell me if there are any additions you want me to include. How do I handle the check list? I
download the base set and it's in Dropbox, but I can't edit it, so I can track the collection as long as the individual checklist files are in the same folder. Try placing the file in a folder on your desktop. If you are using a new version of Excel, you must click the Enable editing prompt when you open the file. So this may seem
like a silly question, but what do I need to do to check each card in my spreadsheet to update the total spreadsheet? Are they going to auto-update or what we calculate ourselves? So this may seem like a silly question, but what do I need to do to check each card in my spreadsheet to update the total spreadsheet? Are
they going to auto-update or what we calculate ourselves? To represent the number of cards, put a number instead of a star for each card. If you use a number 1 or higher, you will recognize that you own the card and update the sheet accordingly. I will update the first post to clarify it, thanks. put a number instead of a
star on each card to represent the number of each card. If you use a number 1 or higher, you will recognize that you own the card and update the sheet accordingly. I'll update the first post to clarify it, thanks. Thanks for the quick reply! Yes I thought it was a simple one and I was just doofshahaha. Last edit: March 17,
2014 Yes I found it, I just one in every spot.thanks! I know your post said I'm working on the POP series I'm looking forward to, but are you doing Dragon Ball as well? Include it in the next update. But I don't know when exactly it will be. SMP88, I know this statement is explained by everyone who used your spreadsheet,
but I wanted to repeat the excellent work you have created! I have also made use of your spreadsheet to document the cards you have in a particular set and the level of detail placed while maintaining simplicity is very appreciated! Best, cpbog1 SMP88, I know this statement was explained by everyone who used itIt's a
spreadsheet, but I wanted to repeatedly recall the excellent pieces you've created! I'm also making use of your spreadsheet to document the cards you have in a particular set, and the level of detail placed while maintaining simplicity is very appreciated! Glad you liked them. Is anyone interested in making the checklist
printable? It just requires everyone to re-download the sheet again. The next major update is when Flashfire is released. I need to finish the POP series checklist by then as well. For now, I'm not going to be included in the totals or the rest of the card files until I find a better way to organize them. I'll probably be making
another total total type file that adds all the other sections of the card (promotions, POP, odds and ends, etc.) and set total files together. We'll see where it goes. I also need to finish the base set eventually. Individual files have all four variations of the base set card (1st, shadowless, 3rd (unlimited), 4th), but the total file
only counts 1st and unlimited until you figure out where to put the shadowless and 4th place. Does anyone have any suggestions on making the remaining cards file look and flow better? I don't want to split it into too many tabs, but having so many sets in one tab doesn't seem to work either. I was thinking of having
them all in one tab and having a checkbox to show/hide each set, but I'm also looking for other suggestions. Page 6 Update 5/9/14 Reconfigured folder structure. All English sets are now folder English sets. A checklist of all English black star promotions can be finded in the folder English Promotions. All English
checklists that do not fit into any of these two categories are included in Folder English and others (currently only POP Promos are included). We added 60 Flashfire to the English set folder, 000 Remaining Cards and 00 Totals that updated Flashfire, added P6 XY Promos to include promotions through XY12, added
POP Promos to other folders in English, and reconfigured the folder structure to make the total workbook of various checklist sets better. I plan to have a main English set (already there), an English black star promotion, an English other set, a main Japanese set and a total workbook for Japanese promotions. If you don't
want to re-download the file to fit the structure, you can do it yourself. Just create a folder named English Set where you are storing the checklist. It then moves all set files, including the 000 Remaining Cards and 00 Total files, to that folder. The new POP Promos checklist causes problems no matter where you download
the folder and add it.Keep a checklist. If you have any corrections or suggestions, please let me know. If this had already been asked, sorry, does the tcgo card match the same as the pack? The collection number is the same between the physical card and the digital card. PTCGO cards go into a checklist that is part of
the actual set (i.e. not a league promotion). Hey SMP88 on the 000 remaining card page issues, Ive noticed a problem with the 000 remaining card pages in base set 1. It shows the NA value of each card under both holo and normal rest. BTW just needs to thank you for this great database and it helps me a lot and is
valuable in the value of all Pokemon tcg collectors out there too. The problem is not the end of the world, but I thought you seemed to have everything else well and were really controlled. Thanks! Jat Yes, base set cards are not yet correctly linked with 00 total or 000 remaining cards. The base set has four different
variations (first, shadowless, normal, fourth print), so I was still working out the best way to incorporate it. I will update and fix it in the next week or so. Yes, please! Just joining in just to post this takes time to figure out exactly how to do this and you need to put it in each checklist. I'd like an August set, but there's no
guarantee. Also, the way I make it printable is to remove the black background and text color. You can also print a header at the top of each page. Any additional things that anyone is interested in?There is no update now, but we want to complete Furious Fist by the end of this week. I'm just starting a new job, so I've
had more time to do some of the things I want to do with these checklists. At a least, the main set and promotion are updated each time a new set is released. Maybe I don't know where to look, but where is the XY Karos set? XY Karosset is not here yet. Hopefully with an update after furious fists. Also, furious fists
should be up tomorrow, I've been busier than expected for the past two weeks. Update 8/12/14 Added 61 Furious Fists to the English set folder 000 remaining cards and 00 totals to include Furious Fist I will update XY Promotions with the next mini-update in a week or so. Is anyone interested in making the checklist
printable? I just registered to say yes please! Here you are.! Pikachu on top? I love the look of your checklist and have wanted to print it with a card binder in it many times. I've scoured the internet for decent printable checklists, but they don't exist (except for full color from the official website). If I could add your checklist
to my card collection binder, it would make me very happy!Thank you so much every time I check a new card. Very useful for creating a resource and taking the time to update it. Thanks for your efforts to compile these lists. This was the only place where I could finally see the full set of BW and XY promotions. Highly
appreciated. Why is the spreadsheet locked (i.e., it looks like you can't copy and paste the contents of the file into another spreadsheet that you want to use to extend certain content). Thanks for your efforts to compile these lists. This was the only place where I could finally see the full set of BW and XY promotions.
Highly appreciated. Why is the spreadsheet locked (i.e., it looks like you can't copy and paste the contents of the file into another spreadsheet that you want to use to extend certain content). It is locked so that the user cannot accidentally change the formatting and then know how to undo it. But if I don't need to fix it, the
value of the number of cards that should be able to be copied. The spreadsheet is also not locked with a password, it is only locked. You should be able to unlock it by simply clicking Unlock Sheet. - - - Update - I just registered to say yes please! Here you are.! Pikachu on top? I love the look of your checklist and have
wanted to print it with a card binder in it many times. I've scoured the internet for decent printable checklists, but they don't exist (except for full color from the official website). If I could add your checklist to my card collection binder, it would make me so happy! Very useful for creating a resource and taking the time to
update it. I have a pretty good idea on how to do this, I just need to find time to update all the spreadsheets. To make it printable, make a button somewhere above, remove all colors (text and fills) and then send it to the printer. I might add something to move the margins or the number of line, but I have to look into it
more. Man, I just want to thank you for that great job! One question: Do I need to put POP promotions and other promotions in the same folder in the normal set? So will I get a 00 total too? Man, I just want to thank you for that great job! One question: Do I need to put POP promotions and other promotions in the same
folder in the regular set? When I add more odds and finish the type of thing (pre-release promotion, chore promotion, etc.), I willA spreadsheet of everything that is not in the main set. If you leave everything in the downloaded folder, it will work as intended. Hi, I just want to point out that Ryby/Sapphire energy cards are
in the wrong order. Thanks! ^^ prerere release is happening and the card list is out, so I need to have a phantom force checklist today or tomorrow. In addition to this, I'm releasing a dragon vault checklist, an updated XY promotion list, and some updated set checklists to fix some errors. Update 11/4/14 Add 62 Phantom
Force to english set folder 000 remaining cards and 00 total updated to include P6 XY Promos that updated Phantom Force through XY33 I fixed later and have nothing in a larger update. There were a few more than I thought, so I'm double checking a few things. I just point out that this seems to work really well on
Google Drive (sheets) and that's great! This is a great job!Page 7 I have a question. I'm not used to a new generation of Pokémon cards, so I'm trying to figure out the full set. One problem I recognized (looking at Flashfire) is that I don't know how you specify between non-holo, reverse foil and holo. I see you have a
normal list, a list of reverse foils. But what happens to holocards? How to express in the list The Holo card is part of the normal list. The normal set is holo (hololea indicated by H), non-holo (non-hololea indicated by cat), an commons (indicated by ♦), commons (indicated by need), and EX (indicated by over-age EX), full
Cards in the art (indicated by FA) and secret cards (indicated by SR) (the symbols phosphoted represent rare - there are multiple types of rare cards) will have parallel foil versions, except for EX, full art, and secret cards. This is a set of all holo-y cards that parallel the core card (minus ex, full art, and secret cards) from
the set. If you look at the sets before B&amp;W, they were rarity order - hololea cards came first, then rare cards, then rare cards, then common cards, and trainer cards (in the same order). Exploration is a good example to look at. If there is an EX card or secret card in the set, it will be the end of the set after the
trainer/energy card. Non-holo versions of cards will often come from pre-built themed decks rather than packs. These cards are included in the Master Set instead of the Set. BJJ I seem to have come to ask the same question as JC24 and don't really understand your answer.I look at a spreadsheet that can check normal
and reverse holo, I can check if it's the same card that has normal, holo and reverse holo? Do I need to know which cards those cards are in a quick and effective way, especially if there is a holo in the statistics in the normal section? or is it a symbol of H? The more I learn about them, the harder the xP printing option is
because I can always keep it on my card instead of checking my phone or computer. I like parallel foil because it is parallel to the main set. Get an unopened pack and open it - the first 5 cards will be commons, the next is parallel foil/reverse holo, then unusual, and then 3 unusual cards. There are two types of rare
cards: Rare (Non-Holo) and Rare Holo (Pokemon EX, Full Art, and Secret Rare are also rare, but for now we will leave them). Parallel foil is all holo almost mirror-like cards, and Holo has images that are holo (except Pokemon-EX, full art, and secret rare). In fact, the Secret Rare card is like a parallel gold foil card, and
the master set includes a complete normal set and a parallel foil set. They also include all sorts of things like cut glass cards, which are usually considered promotional, but they have set numbers and usually non-holo is holo, but usually holos have non-holo cards that can only be found in a built theme deck. Sorry you
haven't had a primal crash yet. The sheets on the set are ready, I just need to update the total and the rest of the cards, but I just started a new job. After this weekend's state convention, you'll have to have it by the end of next week. When I started making these checklists about 7-8 years ago, the term I heard was
reverse holo for an alternative version of the card. Parallel foil is probably a better term for it, but it stuck. Those with hofs are seen as hololea. This is your standard picture foil card. Currently, these cards have a horizontal foil pattern in the picture box of the card. Previous versions of Hololea had different foil patterns, but
they were always included in the image on the card. Reverse holo (or parallel foil) is an alternative foil for almost every card in the set. Currently, the foil pattern for these is an energy symbol or pokeball around the whole card, and the image has no foil pattern on it at all. Each one that is not EX, full art or secret rare has a
reverse holo version of the card. Previous sets had different reverse holoThe diamond/pearl had a foil with black/white stained the entire card (other than the picture). The original original set had a variety of full card foil patterns. The thing to remember is that the normal hololea has a foil pattern in the picture of the card,
not elsewhere. Also, there is currently no section of alternative art cards that are not part of the booster pack. Cards like non-holocards in theme decks now have no place to record them. For Milotic, there are non-holocards in the theme deck, normal holo versions of boosters (foil patterns are included in the image) and
reverse holo versions of boosters (with energy symbol foil patterns). Currently, non-holo versions have no slots anywhere on the checklist. This will probably be a future addition, as another alternative art spreadsheet. Hey, I've created an account that says (if you forgive the cliché) that I'm forever grateful for your work.
I'm starting to get into collecting and your list is completely unparalleled as far as I can see. Glory. I always check this thread - and I can't wait for primal crashes to be added to the total! Hi, these checklists look great, but I have a problem saving them in the open office. I can't save them as .xlsx files. Create a new
document. Can someone help me? Sorry, I haven't done, I'm just busy. I don't know the open office question. However, .xlsx be saved as a file. But a pretty big announcement. With the release of the Roar checklist, I will implement two new features in the checklist. The first is a print button to print checklists
automatically. Start with a roaring checklist, but follow the release order back and add this button to other checklists over time. The print button formats the print area and removes the color checklist so that it is printed only in black and white. In addition, we offer two options to print only the checklist part (card information
+ aggregation) or the checklist part + the summary at the bottom of each checklist. Another feature is an update to the remaining card books that show only the sets that you want to display and that you can print these sets. I'm still solving some final bugs, but if all goes well, I'll have to release these early next week. Also,
if someone has additional features that you want to include, let me know and see if I can add them. That's absolutely fantastic, isn't it? These checklists were very helpful. I can't thank you enough. Looking forward to the updated list! Tournament Promotions by Year: League, City, Region, State,2. All promotional energy
from leagues, teaching programs, player rewards programs, etc. 3. Promotion of all player rewards programs 4. Promotion of all teaching programs I understand that there is some overlap with energy and programs, but the list of Bulbapedia below it is too complicated to follow. I really appreciate this. Thank you for the
great work! When will the checklist be updated? First of all, I want to say a massive thanks for the checklist, iv had been searching for something like this for a while and finally found urs and 100% perfect. Are you wondering if you plan to do 3 new sets? I have completed the checklist, I just need to get them to my drop
box. I'll put them in later tonight. The total checklist hasn't been updated yet, but you'll have to give me until the weekend and do them too. 9/16/15 63 Primal Crush added to English set folder New feature with 65 Ancient Origins added to 64 Roar Sky English set folder added to English set folder - printing with this update
provides new printing features. It's only on the roar and ancient origin checklist now, but in the future we'd like to add it to something else. When you open the checklist, you may see a warning that some active content is disabled. Enable it to use the print button. To use the print feature, click the Print button on the top
line. You will see a pop-up box asking if you want to print the overview as well. Click Yes to print the entire workbook, including all the counts at the bottom. If you click No, only the last card in the set (before one of the counts at the bottom) is printed. Click Cancel to cancel printing. Thanks for the SMP88, I've tried using
other Excel/checklists, but yours is definitely my favorite. Thank you for your hard work! Is there a chance to update the total spread thanks to update SMP? (I wish I was excellent and good!, thanks to update SMP, is there a chance to update the total spread?) (I wish I was excellent and good! I can't give you the exact
day, but I'll be lacking in adding the last few sets to it during the next week or two. Hey! Just created an account to say thank you for these lists~! they are much better than most I found online, and it's much easier to understand and use it, are you going to make a list of new BreakPoint sets soon?page 8 Hey! Just these I
created an account to say thank you for the list~! they're much better than most I've found online, and it's much easier to understand and use it, are you going to make a list of new BreakPoint sets soon? Hopefully I can stop being lazy and update the total pageUpdated to include promotions revealed through the small
update 2/13/16 XY136 P6 XY Promo I'll get to breakpoint soon. There's a lot going on. I thought I'd at least update the promotion page. 3/7/16 Add 66 Breakthrough to English set folder Add to English set folder Add to 68 generation English set folder Thank you very much for your work on these sheets, they are
incredible. Just noticed a small error. In the legendary collection, you have: 105 Challenges! 106 Energy Search 107 Boss's Way I believe this should be: 105 Boss Road 106 Challenge! 107 Energy Search Thank you very much for your work on these sheets, they are incredible. Just noticed a small error. In the
legendary collection, you have: 105 Challenges! 106 Energy Search 107 Boss's Way I believe this should be: 105 Boss Road 106 Challenge! 107 Energy Search yep, you're right. Have them update and release the following set of checklists: Just create an account and I'll tell you how great these checklists are! Thank
you for all the work, this should take SMP88! Files retrieved from dropboxes are updated only to phantom forces. Is there another dropbox link somewhere? Fates Collide files say they've been updated recently, so I don't think so. Just create an account and I'll tell you how great these checklists are! Thank you for all the
work, this should take SMP88! Files retrieved from dropboxes are updated only to phantom forces. Is there another dropbox link somewhere? Fates Collide files say they've been updated recently, so I don't think so. I haven't updated the total file yet, I haven't had time between work and move. Hopefully in the next week
or two I will have a total page up with Steam Zaik. I haven't updated the total file yet, I haven't had time between work and move. Hopefully in the next week or two I will have a total page up with Steam Zaik. Amazing! Biggie doesn't, just wanted to make sure I'm not crazy. Hi SPM88. Thanks for the great list! You're doing
a great job! What is the difference between Normal, 1st, 3rd and 4th editions?1.I know about the stamp of the first edition (the first card without shadows so far). These cards also had 1995, 96, 98, 99 Nintendo, Creatures, GAMEFREAK C 1999 Wizards at the bottom of the card. I have some of these and I think it is the
same as the first edition of the Excel sheet?2. Also, I know that the card printed after this was exactly the same card, except for Machamp. And these cards didn't have a first stamp. So do I think it's the same as the normal of Excel sheets?3. 3rd edition?Is this the most common one?Shadows and printed 1995, 96, 98
Nintendo,Gamefreak C 1999 Wizards at the bottom?4. The fourth edition is the same as the third one, but a little lighter and brighter, printed 1995, 96, 98 Nintendo, Creatures, GAMEFREAK C 1999-2000 Wizards at the bottom? And I think you wanted to know that there are still people out there using your database on
top of others! So would love if you could keep them updated! I just decided to work out how to update the total page on my own, and if you want to update it when I'm done, do you think I'll have it? I'm going to rack my head around the rest of the card sheets, I haven't done it yet! thanks mate! with Chris Hay SMP and all -
I'm a bit more familiar with Excel, so I've kept these up to date on my computer, including the rest of the cards and total pages, along with improvements here and there. I don't want to steal your thunder on these great lists, but I need to update all of them (and because many others still use them a lot), can I transfer them
to you to share if you want? Hey SMP and all - I'm a bit more familiar with Excel, so I've kept these up to date on my computer, including the rest of the cards and total pages, along with improvements here and there. I don't want to steal your thunder on these great lists, but need to update all of them (and because many
others still use them a lot), can I transfer them to you to share if you wish? The update always took the most time. I've been uploading new sets every time they come out, but I'm not really posting here. What improvements have you been able to make? The update always took the most time. I've been uploading new sets
every time they come out, but I'm not really posting here. What improvements have you been able to make? I've up-to-date Totals away from the type section, I stopped because I was trying to find a way to speed up the process a bit, but I might need to throw it. I admit I don't use those pages at all myself, so I don't feel
compelled to do it until now! I've created several card divider and binder index card templates for printing - I'm not buying some plain cut-to-length plastic for £3!And a pre-release card for staff who share the same promotional number, not to mention the world championships. I thought these sheets didn't have to be the
same as others because they weren't looked up elsewhere. I added what I called : 53A, 58A, 63A - Dragon Boat, Caro Star Set and Double Crisis Mini Set/Mini Extension. We use these numeric/letter combinations to know when they were released alongside a regular set. They're the usual set I say because they're
collectible by the average Joe, they're not like POP, they're not promotions! (Edit!) Added columns to the Total Summary page - size settings, symbol settings, number of 9 pocket pages per set, folder number. These last two are the ones that calculate which sets should go to which number Ultra Pro 3 ring binder (which I
use for set/display storage). I thought there were more than 50 9 pocket pages per 3-ring binder full of cards and too many for this folder to hold. The formula is calculated when this number is reached for n sets and when a new folder needs to be started. This allows you to plan your collection in advance, and if you've
stopped collecting it for years, like me, you don't have to shift the set in a folder when filling out a previous collection. However, you must join/unjoin cells using hidden columns, conditional formatting, but only once for every three or four sets. I did some coloring - added a conditional format to the total to get excited as



your set got 100% closer on your collecting journey! Do you think I'm distributing copyrighted material if I upload them there? Cheers, Paul finally I was able to semi-automate filling out total/bitype sheets using a formula generator. Excel doesn't allow the value of one cell to be used as an external reference from another
cell, so you'll need to copy/paste and F2/ENTER a bit, but you won't manually find out where the tables in the summary are in the individual sets. As opposed to 20+, it takes about 2 minutes to pass now. Wait for your A-OK, I'll pm you a link. Sounds good. If only you could send me a great link. You may see it by the end
of next week. Thanks! Oh... SMP88 exceeds the quota for saved private messages and can't accept more messages until it clears some space. Oh dear ah dear dear oh dear..! Poop, just cleared some space. If you don't see an alert, a PM is sent.
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